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FOR THE USE OF SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS.IN DISPLAY EVALUATION
By Michael L. Mout and George H. Burgin
Decision Science, Inc.
SUMMARY
This report describes a technique of computer evaluation of a
visual display or set of visual displays. The operator of a v e h i c l e
has many cues by which to estimate the state of his vehicle. This
method deals only with a subset of the visual cues a v a i l a b l e . These
cues come from various displays which reflect changes in the state
of the vehicle.
These displays can reflect changes in any.one i n d i v i d u a l state
variable or combinations of changes in the state variables. The
theory upon which this method is based is that the operator of the
vehicle estimates the vehicle's state variable values by responding
to changes in the display. It is assumed that the operator has per-
fect knowledge .of the relationships between the display variables
and the state variables. The only mistakes the operator makes are
due to imperfection of his vi s u a l acuity in observing a given
display. This acuity is assumed to be a function of where the
observer is looking with respect to the center of the display.
Mental errors such as control reversals cannot be measured by
this method.
The result of this method is a covariance matrix and a correla-
tion matrix. These matrices reflect the amount of expected error
in estimating each of the state variables and the amount of ambi-
guity in the display between movement of two variables. These
matrices allow the user to evaluate the various displays or sets of
displays with respect to one another and also to evaluate various
look points w i t h i n a particular display. This evaluation may be
used to indicate a general area that the p i l o t could scan in order
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to l i m i t the degree of error in estimation w h i l e m i n i m i z i n g the
size of his scan path between several instruments.
The computer program for i m p l e m e n t i n g this techniques has many
options to allow the user as much freedom as possible in specifying
the particular display or set of displays. The program at present
is designed for four standard display types that might be seen in
an aircraft. These are an e i g h t - b a l l (for p i t c h , roll and yaw),
an out-the-window display (such as a TV camera actually observing
the real world), a circular di a l type display, and a linear d i a l
type d i s p l a y . There are many user specified options that may be
used with these displays.
Preliminary theoretical results confirm i n t u i t i v e feelings
about displays. For example, a large display has less error than
a small display, look points at the center of the display show less
error and less ambiguity between variables than look points away
from the center, also, v a r i a b l e s displayed separately have less
error and are not confused with other variables.
A s i m p l e experiment was conducted wherein a subject attempted
to match up a movable cross with a fixed cross. This was done w h i l e
fixating on various look points near the stationary cross. Results
from this experiment were compared to a computer set-up of the same
situation. This comparison tends to verify the technique for
ev a l u a t i n g the worth of various look points w i t h i n a display.
INTRODUCTION
The controller of a vehicle, particularly a remote controller,
must derive information about the state of that vehicle from visual
cues. These cues usually come from displays that respond in fixed
ways to the changes in the state variables of the vehicle. These
displays could respond to only one state variable, several variables
or to all state variables. In any case the functional relationship
..HI* •
between the display movement and changes in the state variables can
be derived analytically.
The perfect controller of a vehicle with the perfect display
or set of displays should be able to estimate the state variable
values from the display variable values with no error. In other
words the perfect controller sees exactly what the display vari-
ables are and knows exactly what state variable contributed to the
display variables (this assumes unique display variable values for
each possible state variable value). Mathematically this situation
can be stated as follows: The state variable/display variable
function is one to one, the controller has absolute knowledge of
this function, and the controller perceives the display without
error.
When a nonperfect controller with a nonperfect display makes
an error in estimating the state variable values it can be due to
any of three causes. One of these three causes, lack of absolute
controller knowledge of the display state variable function cannot
be directly measured and can change from controller to controller
depending upon learning capability, experience, coordination, and
so forth. The other two causes that could contribute to errors
are a nonperfect display (display/state variable function is not
one to one) and the lack of the controller to perceive the display
variable values exactly. Both of these causes can be measured.
The display/state variable function is either known exactly or can
be approximated to some degree of accuracy. The ability of a
controller with normal vision to perceive movement or distance is
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called visual acuity and has been measured to a certain degree of
accuracy for various visual angles. Using this acuity information
and the relationship between the display and state variables a
measure can be derived of the accuracy that could be expected from
a perfectly trained controller.
 t This measure would be dependent
on some specific look point for each display.
In 1973 a working paper (LWR1131) was prepared by Patrick
A Gainer which laid the theoretical basis for this technique. This
report describes a computer program which implements this technique
for a wide variety of applications. This program is general enough
to accept many kinds of input displays. It enables the user to
evaluate various displays as he desires. The output from this pro-
gram gives the user a measure of the relative value of the input
display and of various look points w i t h i n that display. Optionally
this program includes maximum likelihood estimates of the state
vector.
.Other tasks accomplished in connection with this computer pro-
gram were to obtain experimental comparison data. These data are
used to verify the worth of this technique in applying it to real
world problems.
LIST OF SYMBOLS
a. . Horizontal angle Oongitude} for location of the cen-
ter of display segment i,j;
i = 1 ,2 ,.
 4 . n
j = 1 ,2 ,. . . m
g. . Vertical angle (latitude) for location of the center
of display segment i , j
.X Vector of state variables
nv Number of state variables
X_' (l denotes transpose) = (x, ,x•„,.... x )
Act- • Change in horizontal angle of segment i,j due to
change in X^
A3- • Change in vertical angle of segment i,j due to change
* J
in X^
f(X.;a,3) Function relating changes in X. to a new horizontal
angle for the segment centered at a,(3
g(X;a,3) Function relating changes in X to a new vertical
angle for the segment centered at a,6
.1 Influence matrix of partial derivatives of f.. and
* \J
g. . with respect to all state variables
0 Vector of the actual values of .<x^
 n- and ft..
— i j . ' j
A£ Vector of the actual values of Aa. . and AB- . for a
' J ' J
given change in X^
AO ' (Act,-,, AS-,-., Aaro ,. . . , Aa^m, A6 „,)
— 11 M iz nm nm
£ An estimate of Q_
cov(O^) Covariance matrix of the estimate of £
X_ Estimate of X. derived from Q_
X. . Acuity for segment i,j due to a given look point
•^ (See Graph 1 for the assumed acuity function
used in this program.)
DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD
Basically this method assumes that the observer/controller's
visual world can be thought of as a sphere of unit radius'. All of
the visual cues that are available to the observer can be thought
of as projected onto this sphere. This sphere (or a section of
this sphere which contains information) can be divided into small
rectangular segments (for example, 1° by 1°). Each of these seg-
ments can possibly move whenever changes in the state variables
occur. If very small segments are used then only vertical and
horizontal movement need be considered. For small changes in the
state variables the functional relationships between the segment
movement and the state variables can be linearized. Thus the dis-
play/state variable function will be linear. The display variables
are the horizontal and vertical changes of each segment. The
linearized display/state variable function can be represented by
the matrix I. This matrix contains the partial derivatives of the
display variables with respect to the state variables. These der-
ivatives are of the actual display/state variable function (analy-
tically derived) at the values of the state variables being con-
sidered. So in effect each element of the matrix I relates the
relative change in a specific state variable to the horizontal or
vertical displacement of a specific display segment. If we let
and
9tj
where g.. and f . . are functions relating changes in X^, the state
» J I J
vector, to change in the angles a,-,-; and a - . .
" vJ ^ J





















If the state vector .X is multiplied by the matrix I, the. result is
a vector £ of observations of horizontal and vertical movement of
each segment.
2 = IX..
Now if X. changes by value, say AX, the corresponding obser-
vation change AO; would be
AO =
where
. .3f, , -n
Aall = 8x- **1 + 8x- AX2
AX2
Now this change in Q_ is observed by the viewer of this dis-
play. This user wants to infer how this change in £ was caused by
a change in\X. To do this the viewer estimates the new value ofO_;
A
call this es t imat ion OL Let
yv
2 = ix + £
where £ is the error of estimation. The eventual goal is to de-
rive an estimate of ^ from this estimate of Q_. Also, the distri-
bution of the X^ estimate is needed in order to establish error
limits on this estimation. To do this a multinormal distribution
is assumed for £, a transformation of £ is required to get a best
estimate of X^ (in a least squares sense) that has known distribu-
tion parameters.
From the above equation for 2
I = 0 - IX
Let the multinormal Gaussian distribution of £ have zero mean
vector and a diagonal covariance matrix cov(00. The diagonal
elements are the variances of the error In estimating the horizon-
tal and vertical position of the center of each segment. The
standard deviation (square root of the variance} of this error is
determined by the reciprocal of the observer's acuity in that part
of his visual field. Both horizontal and vertical acuity are con-
sidered to be the same for a given segment, so that if x..- • is the
* J














Now let cov(O) be the matrix such that
cov(0)~1/2 cov(0)~1/2 cov(O)-1
mn
/>. \ /« ~ • • >
;Cov(0)~ ' Is the matrix with the acuity values X. . on the diagonal
' . . . " ' _ ' J
If equation £ is raultiplied by cov(8)"1 / 2 , the resu l tan t re-
/ * ~ 1 / 2 ** ~~
sidual vector cov(O^) ' (0^ -ir) weights each segment displacement
/N,
by the acuity of that segment. The residuals ^  of this equation
are now of the form
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and £ has a multinormal distribution with zero mean and a covari-
ance matrix equal to the identity matrix. This equation for £ can
now be used to find a best estimate of _X. Call this estimate ft,
and let it minimize the sums of squares of these weighted residuals,
£ or
min(£'£) = min{(cov(0)-1/20; -cov(6)-1/2li)'(cov(6)-1/20
A A .
-cov(6r1/2IX)} = min{(0 - iR)' cov(O)"1 (6-IX)}1 - -
Solving the resulting normal equations gives
% = [I'cov(p^)"1 I] I1 cov(O)"1 £.
Now if R_ is of the form X. = A£ then
cov(^) = A cov(6) A1 (ref.1, p. 79).
Here
. i - l ^ i
A = [I''cov(£)"' I] I' cov(0j~'
then
cov(2) = [I1 cov(O)"1 I] .I1 cov(O^)"1 cov(O)
, -, -1 . -, -1
(I1 cov(O)"1) [I1 cov(O)"1 I]
and since cov(£) is a symmetric matrix this reduces to
-1
cov(X.) = [I1 cov(O)"1 I] .




This program has evolved through several stages but w i l l be
described here in its final form. The program is basically
written for a vehicle that is moving in space with possible
movement in six degrees of motion (three Euler angles and the three
translation axes). This movement results in changes of segments
on a sphere of unit radius. These changes are dependent on
specified functional relationships between the sphere segments
and vehicle movement.
In order to better understand the workings of this program a
short example will be considered. Let the controller be seated
one meter from his display panel,(see Figure 1). At this distance
1.75 cm. subtends approximately 1 degree of arc. On this panel are
two displays. One display shows range x on a linear scale. This
display is approximately 5 cm. high and 23 cm. wide, with a moving
pointer to show relative range. Another display which is 60 cm.
wide by 40 cm. high is a TV camera showing the outside view of the
vehicle. The center of the panel is located straight ahead of the
controller. The center of the linear display is located 33 cm. to
the left of the center and 16.5 cm. down. The center of the TV
display is located 24 cm. to the left and 33 cm. above this center
1 i ne.
The computer program will generate measures of how well the
controller can estimate change in these displays from some nominal
state variable conditions. These measures are the amount of ex-
pected error and the confusion measure (correlation) between state
variables.
This example is shown in more detail further on in this chap-
ter along with the corresponding computer set-up and output.
The first task performed by the computer program is to set up
the display or displays (two or more displays may be considered
simultaneously). This set-up is for the display size, location,
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and segmentation. Each display has a,spectfied function that re-
lates segment movement (vertical and horizontal) in that display
to the state vector- changes. This movement may be in response to
only one. state variable, as in an altimeter, or to all state vari-
ables, as in an out-the-window view or a TV camera view.
When this set-up has been completed, the program then calcu-
lates the elements of the influence matrix. These elements relate
the changes of each state variable to changes in the vertical and
horizontal position of each segment. The partial derivatives here
are found by numerical differentiation.
Now the program is ready to read in a series of look points
for each display in this set-up. These viewpoints can be anywhere
on the sphere but are usually located near the display center being
referenced. Once the look points for each display is read in the
visual acuity values can then be calculated for each segment. The
values are a measure of how well the observer can estimate either
displacement (position) or rate-of-movement of that particular seg-
ment while fixating on the given look point. These acuity values
are used to calculate the covariance matrix of the observation vec-
tor which, in turn, is used in calculation of the covariance matrix
of the state vector. The covariance matrix of the state vector
along with the correlation matrix are then output for the user's
reference.
The program optionally generates a series of perturbations in
the state vector and calculates the maximum .1ikelihood estimate
(MLE) of each of these perturbations. This procedure can be re-
peated for the various look points in this display set-up.
Various options are available allowing the user to specify
.the display size, segment size, functional relationships, size of
state vector perturbations, step-size in the numerical differen-
tiation, overall acuity weights for a particular display (this to
reflect possible degradation of a display either visually or mech-
anically) weights for individual look points in a display set (to
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reflect, memory retention or lack of retention}, and individual seg-
ment weights within a display (to reflect the amount of useful in-
formation or cues in that segment). Furthermore, this program is
set up to allow the user to program his own special display/state
variable functions with a minimum of changes in the total program.
New acuity functions may also be introduced.
An Example
Tables 1 through 5 show the set-up and results of the example
discussed at the beginning of this section.
The first display is a linear display of variable 4 (range or
"X"). This display moves horizontally as X changes. This display
is 14° by 3° with segments size 2° by 1°. The first display is
located to the left and down from the observer's center. The second
display is a real world picture. It is located to the left and up.
This display is 35° by 25° in size with segment size of 5° by 5°.
This display shows information from a camera or periscope pointing
20° to the right of the center of the vehicle. The picture being
portrayed is degraded (this to model a TV with too few scan lines,
a dirty camera lens, clouds or haze, etc.), and has an acuity
weight of .6827. Tables 3 through 5 show the results from the
first set of look angles for this display set. Table 3 shows the
look angle and the final weight for each display. The final weight
for look system (display) two now is .6144. This is less than the
original acuity weight of .6827. The reason for this is that the
final weight is the product of the acuity and the memory retention
weight. In this case display two has a .9 memory weight given a
final display weight of (.6827)(.9) = .6144.
This display set has the option to read-in the segment weights.
In display 1 the weighted segments are the second column of seg-
ments. This is to indicate a pointer on the linear scale. Display
2 has weighted segments in the middle of the display. This indi-
cates that the center of this display contains more information
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than the peripheral areas. The resulting correlation matrix from
this analysis, shows that variable 4 ("X" or range) has a much lower
standard deviation and has no strong correlation with any of the
other variables. This is because the "X" variable is the only
variable on the linear display (display 1)
In these tables of results there are eigenvector analysis re-
sults. These matrices can be used to find an orthogonal space to
generate new variables that are independent. These matrices have
no immediate use in the present analysis but their meaning is being
investigated for future use.
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EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION
A search was made for experimental data that could be used to
verify this particular display evaluation method. In the past,
displays have been evaluated by comparing performance between two
or more displays. This performance has usually been measured on
some analog type device giving some total measure at the end of a
run. The data needed for experimental comparison to this method
had to be in some form of multivariate observations from which a
covariance matrix could be calculated. Also, information on the
look angle for these observations had to be available. Mo experi-
mental data could be located which satisfied these criteria. Due
to this, a simple experiment was designed and conducted at the
Decision Science, Inc. facility. A full description of this ex-
periment and the results follows. A summary of these results will
be repeated here.
Summary of Results
The theoretical covariance matrices were calculated for two
different weighting schemes on four experimental conditions. The
first weighting scheme was a gross approximation of the actual
display and resulted in theoretical variances which were much lower
than the sample variances. The second weighting scheme was an
attempt to more precisely reflect the actual display. This second
weighting scheme resulted in much larger theoretical variance
values. The values were in many cases not significantly different
from the sample variances. Under both weighting schemes most of




The primary conclusion to be drawn from these results is that
the basic computer model of the experiment can drastically affect
the results. When using the proper setup, the algorithm seems to
be a valid model of human performance. There are many consistencies
noted between the sample covariance matrices and the theoretical
matrices. The presence of the consistencies give strong indication
that further experimental data would be valuable for a more in-
depth verification of this method.
The Experiment
A simple experiment was conducted as follows:
Display.- An overhead projector showed a cross to simulate the
pitch, roll and yaw (e, <J>, and \p) of some vehicle (see Figures 2A,
2B, 2C).
Look Point.- The observer was instructed to look at some point
(a dot on the display, see Figures 2A, 2B, and 2C) in this display.
Estimation of State Variables.- The subject then placed a
moveable crosshairs in line with the displayed crosshairs while
continuously looking at the dot. If the subjects look point changed
while the subject attempted to match up the crosshairs, the data
were discarded.
Measurement.- After the observer estimated the state variable,
measurements of error of these estimates were taken (see Figures
2B and 2C). These values were converted to degrees and minutes of
arc. The errors were then used to get an estimate of the covari-
ance matrix which was compared to the original matrix produced by
the method being tested.
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Experimental Results and Comparison
to Theoretical Data
Subjects and Data Collection.- One subject was used on this
experiment with two different display configurations and two look
points for each display. There were 12 observations taken under
each of these four conditions. A different subject was tested
under the first condition (11 observations) in order to verify that
there did not exist any great subject variations.
In order to derive the theoretical results each experimental
condition was converted to a set-up compatible with the computer
program. This basically involved transforming the data on look
points, display size, and so forth into degrees of arc. Also, the
actual display had to be put in a segmented form.
The four experimental conditions and the respective computer
set-ups are shown in Figure 3A, 3B, 3C, and 3D. The distance from
the subject to the displayed view was 165.0 cm. This distance re-
sulted in a display of 17° x 17° with segments of 1° x "I". The
various weights for the segments and look point locations are shown
in Figures 3B and 3D. The output from the computer program shown
in Tables 6 through 14 gives the set-up in numerical form and also
the resultant theoretical distribution parameters.
Data Preparation.- A computer program was written to convert
the observation data from distance to minutes of arc then calculate
the corresponding covariance matrices for each of the experimental
conditions. The conversion from distance measures to minutes of
arc was accomplished by the formula:
min bf.arc = 60 x-TAN"!(£/d)
where t = length to be converted
and d = distance from the viewer to the picture
The distance to the picture in this case was 165 centimeters (cm.)
For example, in Figure 2A the cross length is 42 cm. which converts
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to
857 nrin of arc = 60 x TAN"1 (42/165)
or approximately 14° as shown in Figure 2B.
The program also calculates the rotation angle, <j>, from the
change in slope of the estimated crosshairs with respect to the
displayed crosshairs; this is done over a 10 cm. length. Here two
measures 10 cm. apart, A and B (see figure 2C), of the vertical
distance from the display horizontal axis to the estimated horizon-
tal axis are taken. The angle <j> is then found fay the following
formula
<t> = 60. x TAN"1 ((A-B)/10.).
The results of this program are shown in Tables 15 through 19.
Tables 15 and 16 are for the same experimental conditions with two
different subjects. Tables 17, 18 and 19 show results from the
first subject under three different experimental conditions (see
Figures 3A, 3B, 3C, and 3D for experimental conditions). These
tables also show the experimental data used to derive each of the
matrices.
Analysis and Discussion
The results comparing the two different subjects using display
A, look point 1, show no significant difference in the covariance
matrices. Using Box's test for equality of covariance matrices
(Ref. 1, p. 158), a chi-squared value of 7.82 (six degrees of free-
dom) is calculated. This value has a corresponding p-value of .25
(greater than .05) under the hypothesis of equal covariance ma-
trices. The mean vector values are easily within the one mean
standard deviation of zero so that the conclusion of no significant
subject difference is made. Due to this result the remaining tests
were run with only one subject, this being due to time, personnel,
and cost restraints. (Tables 22 and 23 show the data from these
two subjects.)
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In comparing the theoretical results with the experimental
results several important items should be noted. Of prime impor-
tance are the restrictions that the computer program places on the
model. The true condition cannot be reflected exactly, particular-
ly in the segmentation and weights. For simplicity's sake, a seg-
ment was given a weight of one if a line goes through the,middle
of it and a weight of 1/2 if the line crosses a corner (see Figures
3B and 3D). It is possible that smal1er segment sizes~(requiring
programming changes) or more carefully calculated weights would
give results closer to the real world experiment.
Table 6 shows the display set-up. Tables 7 through 14 have
the preliminary theoretical results. Tables 15 through 19 show
the experimental data and results.-
In general, the experimental results show much higher vari-
ances as opposed to the theoretical results (see Table 28). This
seemed to be due in a large part to the grossness of the segment
weights for the different displays. Because of this the segment
weights were calculated to more realistically reflect the actual
display. This was done by carefully drawing the real display in
the segmented sections. The weights were then calculated for each
segment as the percentage of that segment that was filled. This
resulted in the segment weights shown in Figures 4A and 4B. Here
the width of the display lines was taken to be 3.2 mm. or .11 de-
gree of arc. Since the segments were 1° x 1° a segment with two
lines through it (see the center segment of Figure 4B), each 1°
long, would have a .22 weight.
The results of this weighting scheme are shown in Tables 20
through 27. Here the theoretical variances are much larger than
with the previous weights and in many cases are not significantly
different from the experimental results (see Table 28, graph 2,
and graph 3 for these comparisons). This new weighting scheme
changes the correlations somewhat, but not drastically. Several
of the sample correlations were significantly different from the
theoretical, but in most cases the differences were small (see
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Table 29 for comparison and statistics on correlation).
The comparisons between look points in a given display and
within the covariance matrices for a given look point are for both
the theoretical and experimental results. The experimental data
shows larger variances on the $ variable than e and $. In general,
the variance of the experimental data decreases as the look angle
decreases. Both of these results are seen in the theoretical par-
ameters .
Overall, the results of this simple experiment seem to justify
the use of this algorithm for evaluating the comparative worth of
different displays and different look points within a display.
Further experimentation with more observations per look point,
more variety of look points, displays of varying acuity and use of
more subjects would be justified for a more absolute verification
of the evaluation techniques.
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CONCLUSIONS
The basic conclusion to be made from this study is that the
technique described herein is a v a l i d technique for evaluating
displays. The computer program generates results on simple dis-
plays that are agreeable with intuition. The computer program is
presently flexible enough to allow the user to investigate a wide
variety of combinations of displays. These displays may be ana-
lyzed as being viewed simultaneously or sequentially. The program
can be modified to include special types of displays not presently
programmed.
Overall, the computer program of thi-s technique can be util-
ized to evaluate the relative worth of any number of theoretical
displays without actually constructing these displays. Using this
program for calculating the absolute worth of a display would re-
quire more careful verification of the technique and certainly a
precise modeling method of the actual display.
The basic problem in applying this technique to human perfor-
mance is the nonaccountabi1ity of mental errors. This would re-
quire the actual modeling of the mental reaction pattern of the
subject in question. The best that can be expected of this tech-
nique is to give the best limitations of the performance that could
be expected from the perfect human operator.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
Primarily, the item most lacking in reference to this techni-
que is in-depth experimental verification. This would require an
experiment explicitly designed to generate data compatible with
this technique. The ideal, situation for this type of experiment
would require an eye-tracking device and a computer interface with
some sort of display/control equipment.
Further extensions of the computer program could involve the
inclusion of more display/state variable functions, these to pos-
sibly reflect relationships other than vehicle movement. Other
possible additions could be that of deriving and generating further
evaluation measures based upon the eigenvector analysis now in-
cluded in the program.
The most promising extension of this technique is to expand
the program to include displays that are changing with time. This
would include the expansion of the technique to update the covar-
iance matrix and state vector estimation with each change in
look point and display change. The results of this extension to
the algorithm could be used to find the limitations of a pilot in
a nonstatic situation. These limitations would be expressed in
the amount of error that could be expected due to certain aircraft
maneuvers and scanning patterns of the displays.
Decision Science, Inc.
San Diego, California, July 6, 1976
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Figure 3A.- Configuration of Display A
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Figure 3B.- Computer Set-up of Display A
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Figure 31).- Computer Set-up for Display B


































• Figure' 4A.- Fine Weights - Display A
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Comparison of Standard Deviations
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TITLE CARD - EXAMPLE Ff)R USER*S MANUAL - TWO DISPLAYS,
NUMBER OF STATE VARIABLES
ESTIMATION IS FOR POSITION oF STATE VARIABLES
INPUT DATA IS IN DEGREES
WEIGHTS HILL BE READ IN
EIGENVECTORS HILL BE CALCULATED
OBSERVATION VECTOR WILL NOT BE PRINTED
INFLUENCE MATRICES WILL N0T BE PRINTED
STATE VECTOR CHANGES NOT CALCULATED.
2 VISUAL SYSTEMS OR DISPLAYS ARE BEING CONSI8ERED
1TH VlbW COORDINATE sYstEM OR DISPLAY I S - 1 0 DEGREES HORIZONTAL
-20 DEGREES FROM VERTICAL.
*** FUNCTIONAL FORM 3 FOR THIS SYSTEM***
FORM i IS A REAL WORLD S
FORM 2 IS A CIRCULAR DISPLAY,
FORM 3 IS A LINEAR DISPLAY
*** FUNCTIONAL FORM j FOR THIS SYSTEM ***
I-UKM 1 IS A RfeAL WORLD SPHERE,
FORM 2 IS A CIRCULAR DISPLAY,
>ORM 3 IS A LlNEAK DISPLAY,
TABLE 1





















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































LOOK S Y S T E M i
L A T I T U D I N A L LOOK ANGLE LAMBnA BETA
L O N G I T U D I N A L LOOK ANGLE L A M B D A ALPHA - 3 . 0 0 0 0
D E G R A D A T I O N F A C T O R - ( M E M O R Y AND D I S P L A Y ) 1,
LOOK S Y S T E M 2
L A T I T U D I N A L LOOK ANGLE L A M B D A BETA
LONGITUDINAL LOOK ANGLE L A M B D A A L P H A
D b G K A u A l I O N > A C r U R - ( M E M O R Y A N D D I S P L A Y )
A B O V E LOOK ANGLES ARE FflR V I E W C O O R D I N A T E SYSTEM,
FOR A I R C R A F T C O O R D I N A T E S Y S T E M THE F O L L O W I N G ARE
LOOK S Y S T E M i
L A T I T U D I N A L LOOK ANGLE L A M B D A B E T A - 1 0 , 0 0 0 0
LONGITUDINAL LOOK ANGLE L A M B D A ALPHfA - 2 3 , 0 0 0 0
D E G R A D A T I O N F A C T O R - ( M E M O R Y AND D I S P L A Y ) I .
LOOK S Y S i t M 2
L A T I T U D I N A L LOOK ANGLE LAMBDA BETA 2 0 . 0 0 0 0
LONGITUDINAL LOUK ANGLE LAMBDA ALPMA -15 .0080
DEGRADATION F A C T O R - ( M E M O R Y AND D I S P L A Y ) ,
WEIGHTED CELLS FOR V I S U A L SYSTEM OR D I S P L A Y . i
WEIGHTS ARE RE AD- IN - WFTGHT6D CELLS AS FOLLOWS
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
1 OLO 0 0 0 0 0
2 01. 0 0 0 0 0 0
3 0 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0
W E I G H T E D CtLLS FOR V I S U A L SYSTEM OR D I S P L A Y . *
WEIGHTS ARE R E A D - I N * We l f tHrED C E L L S AS F O L L O W S
1 2 3 4 5 6 7
4 o o p o o o n
5 0 . 5 1 . 0 1 . 0 1 . 0 .5 0
6 0 15 1.0 1.0 1.0 .5 0
7 0 . 5 1 . Q 1 . 0 1 . 0 .5 o
S o o o o o n n
0
0





Q R D I S P L A Y ,
THE LOOK A N G L E S . . . ,
0
0



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































D1TERMINANT OF THE COVAf?lANCi M A T R I X * 480467^595,00006







































FINAL OUTPUT FOR THE SPECIFIED LOOK POINTS
40
RUM WITH FXPEKI MENTAL jATA GROSS HEIGHTS.
NUMBER OF STATE V A R l A B L b $
E S T I M A T I O N IS FUR P O S I T I O N Qr STATE VARIABLES
INPUT QATA IS IN DEGREES
WEIGHTS WILL RE READ IN
EIGENVECTORS WILL BE CALCULATED
OBSr-RVAT I0"-l V E C I Q R WILL NOT db PRINTED
INFLJENCE MATRICES ^ILL BE PRINTED
STATE VPCTOD CHANGES NOT CALCULATED
i VISUAL SYSTEMS OR DISPLAYS ARE BEING CONSIDERED .i -
I'iH V I E W C O O R D I N A T E SYSTEM OR DISPLAY IS 0 DEGREES HORIZONTAL
0 DEGREES FROM V E R T I C A L .
*** F U N C T I O N A L FORM FOR THIS SYSTEM ***
FORM i is A REAL WORLD SPHERE*
FORM 2 is A CIRCULAR DISPLAY*
FORM 3 IS A L I N E A R DISPLAY.
***** n K SYSTEM ***
LATIDUL'INAL SEGMENT
*****************.**
1. 0 0 G 0 0
LONGITUDINAL SEAMEN! LENGTH
M A X I M U M L A T l O U L i l N A L ANGLE
MAX I HUM LOriT ITUUINAL
L I M I T FOf CHANGts
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































E I G F N V E C T O R A N A L Y S I S
C O V A R I A W C E M A T R I X
6. .337508 -35.200277








DEFT-RMINANT OF I HE COVAKjANCe M A T R I X = 20653. 52698'17










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































E T G E N V E i; T 0 R A N A L Y S I S









DETERMINANT OF I HE CQVARjANCE M A T R I X = 21871.2139435












































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































E I G t= N, V E C T 0 R A N A L Y S I S
C OJ/MIA^ G g_ M A T R I X
4.011593
-.079470 .904 0 31 -3.156897
4.011593 -3.156897 159.332139
.987187 .157551 .02529H





DETERMINANT OF I HE COVAf/i AMCc '-lATRlX = 112.4929553
CORRELATIONS ANU V A R I A N C E S IN QF ARC.
-.006206 .327789
- . i'i < J 6 ^  n 6
327/89 -.263037 12.622633
TABLE 12
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INVERS O h C O V ARIANCE M A l R J x
3.122128





C 0 V A R I AMI F M A IfiiX.
. 4 f! 42 3 5 -. 023964
E I G f= H V [• C T 0 R A M A 1. Y S I S
-2.329414





flHARAnTPRTSTlf H n 0 T 5
.320942 64.757224 .
DETERMINANT OF I HE C O V A P J A N C E MATRIX = 6.647846'!
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INVERS OF" COVARiAHCE M A T R I X
.003363






E I G E N V E C T O R

















JCH A R A C T E R I S T I C RQ01S
297.l33t>67 297,885312 33258.667784
DETERMINANT OF 'I HE C O V A R j A N C c M A T R I X = 7369363335.7500000
CORRELATIONS AND VARUNUgS 1M Ml MUTES OF ARC.
18.602256 .051996 -.375206













































































































































tjj^ > i 1


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CD O 1 — 1









OF C O V A R l A N C E M A l f t l X
. 003^24






, E I G E N V E C T O R A N A L Y S I S
C O V A R l A N C E M A T R I X
353.654*01 43.594624 -2105.464426







(DETFRMINANT OF THE COVARlANCE M A T R I X = 7&05914656.500000U




r. 386^52 -.337677 289.635030
58
TABLE 23

























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































INVEHS O F C O V / K U N C e M A T R I X
.014019
- . 0 0 I) U Q 0 - . 0 0 0 0 0 0
.013989
- . 0 0 0 2 6 7
.000215
. 0 0 0 2 1 5
7 7 . 7 3 3 / 7 5 -•5.162520
......0.00.0.65
E I G E N V I- c T 0 R A N A L Y S I S
C O V A R t A N C F M A T R I X
355.6165(31








DETERMINANT" OK I HE C O V A R j A N C t M A T R I X = 89690626.6835936
CORRELATIOj IS AMU V A R I A N C E S I |y MINUTFS OK ARC.
B.816&76 -.067321 .287021














































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































INVERS OF COVARUt - lCe M A T R I X
.036449
.Q i l Q U Q i )
. O O O U D O
.(136389
. 0 010 0 2
- . Q O Q 3 0 8




E I G E N V i: C T 0 R A 1 A 1. Y S I S
COVARIANCE M A T K l X
-193.121449
-1*:.12H4<» i>9. 4J.^3R
E I R P i N V E ^ T O H S
.995^80 . 093041
n- jpaao 9oe;A4S
.028^67 - . 0 0 5 8 8 9
r w A R A r . TPP T ?;T i ;: KnnTS





DETERMINANT Of "'HE COVAKlAMCc M A T R I X = 5294675.6857910





THEORETICAL RESULTS - DISPLAY B - LOOK POINT 4 - FINE WEIGHTS
62
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ftesillts for Each §1 splay and Look Point
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1. See Table 2&for the entries in thf§ e^j




 = 1/12, so that z
3. P is the probability of a z-value
68
29


















































































Distribution N(yr,,ay.) where p = 1/2 In (I *P -) » a|= 1/ni + y> -p" -' r
l n ( ) ] has the standard normal
- p
this Targe or larger.
p9
